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Abstract. Queue-content Decision Diagrams (QDDs) are finite-automaton based data structures for representing (possibly infinite) sets of
contents of a finite collection of unbounded FIFO queues. Their intended
use is to serve as a symbolic representation of the possible queue contents
that can occur in the state space of a protocol modeled by finite-state
machines communicating through unbounded queues. This is done with
the help of a loop-first search, a state-space exploration technique that
attempts whenever possible to compute symbolically the effect of repeatedly executing a loop any number of times, making it possible to
analyze protocols with infinite state spaces though without the guarantee of termination. This paper first solves a key problem concerning the
use of QDDs in this context: it precisely characterizes when, and shows
how, the operations required by a loop-first search can be applied to
QDDs. Then, it addresses the problem of exploiting QDDs and loop-first
searches to broaden the range of properties that can be checked from
simple state reachability to temporal logic. Finally, a sufficient criterion
for the termination of a loop-first search using QDDs is given.

1

Introduction

Finite-state machines that communicate by exchanging messages via unbounded
FIFO queues are a popular model for representing and reasoning about communication protocols. This model is also used to define the semantics of standardized protocol specification languages such as SDL and Estelle (e.g., see [Tur93]).
Indeed, unbounded queues provide a useful abstraction that simplifies the semantics of specification languages, and frees the protocol designer from implementation details related to buffering policies and limitations. In contrast, while
⋆
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unboundedness can simplify the modeling of protocols, it seems to complicate
their verification. Indeed, it is well known that most interesting verification problems, such as deadlock detection, are undecidable for this class of systems [BZ83]
since one unbounded queue is sufficient to simulate the tape of a Turing machine.
Recently [BG96], it has been argued that this contradiction might not be
inherent: in practice, most verification problems may very well turn out to be
decidable for a subclass containing most “real” protocols. After all, protocols
are not designed randomly, precise design principles are used to enforce some
“regularity” in their temporal behavior. Moreover, by using appropriate verification techniques for dealing with infinite state spaces, one might actually be able
to verify properties of such systems more efficiently than verifying properties of
systems with finite but very large state spaces.
This observation motivated the development in [BG96] of a new verification
framework for communication protocols modeled by finite-state machines communicating via unbounded queues. Specifically, an algorithm is presented for
constructing a finite and exact representation of the state space of such a set
of communicating finite-state machines, even if this state space is infinite. The
algorithm performs a loop-first search in the state space of the protocol being
analyzed. A loop-first search is a search technique that attempts to explore first
the results of successive executions of loops in the protocol description (code).
This is done by using meta-transitions: given a loop that appears in the protocol description, a meta-transition is a transition that generates all global states
that can be reached after repeated executions of the body of the loop. A new
data structure named Queue-content Decision Diagram (QDD) is introduced for
representing (possibly infinite) sets of contents for a finite collection of queues.
From this symbolic representation, it is then straightforward to verify properties
of the protocol, such as the absence of deadlocks, whether or not the number of
messages stored in a queue is bounded, and the reachability of local and global
states. Of course, given an arbitrary protocol, this algorithm may not terminate
its search, due to the general undecidability result recalled above. However, in
practice, properties of several simple communication protocols with infinite state
spaces have been verified successfully with this method [BG96].
In this paper, we build upon this work, and extend these previous results in
several ways. First, we very significantly extend the class of meta-transitions that
can be handled in the context of QDDs. Indeed, in [BG96], algorithms are only
given for three simple, but frequent, types of meta-transitions. Here we precisely
characterize the class of meta-transitions that preserve representability by QDDs
and give a generic algorithm for computing the effect of any representabilitypreserving meta-transition. For systems with one queue, we show that the iteration of any sequence of queue operations preserves the representability of sets
of queue contents. For systems with more than one queue, we show that representability is preserved by the iteration of a sequence of operations if and only
if this sequence of operations does not have more than one projection that is
“counting” messages in a sense we make precise later.
Thereafter, we turn to the problem of extending the class of properties that

can be checked from simple state reachability to temporal properties. We show
how by using the technique of [VW86], the model checking [CES86] of lineartime temporal logic formulas [MP92] can be done with the help of QDDs. Basically, we reduce the model-checking problem to the nonemptiness of Büchi
automata [Büc62] with queues, for which QDDs can be used to obtain a partial
decision procedure. Finally, we give an algorithmic criterion that is sufficient for
ensuring the termination of a loop-first search in an infinite state space.

2

Protocols, QDDs and Loop-First Searches

Our goal is to explore the state space of protocols modeled by a finite set M of
finite-state machines that communicate with each other by sending and receiving
messages via a finite set Q of unbounded FIFO queues, modeling communication
channels. The direct technique for generating the state space of such a system
would be to start in the initial state and explore all possible transitions. Of
course, since the message queues are unbounded, this search will a priori not
terminate. So, we proceed differently. We first eliminate concurrency from the
system without computing the effect of the operations on queues, i.e., we compute the global control state space of the system. We thus obtain a finite-state
machine with queues. This is the structure to which we then apply the techniques
that are the subject of this paper.
Formally, we thus start with protocols described by tuples of the form P =
(C, c0 , A, Q, M, T ) where
C is a finite set of control states,
c0 ∈ C is an initial control state,
A is a finite set of local actions (those not involving the queues),
Q is a finite set of queues,
M is a finite set of messages partitioned in as many sets Mi as there are
queues qi ∈ Q (assuming that each queue uses a set of different messages is
convenient and not restrictive),
– T ⊆ C × Op × C where Op = A ∪ {qi !m | qi ∈ Q and m ∈ Mi } ∪ {qi ?m |
qi ∈ Q and m ∈ Mi } is a finite set of transitions. A transition of the form
α
c1 → c2 (α ∈ A) represents a change of the control state from c1 to c2 without

–
–
–
–
–

qi !m

any change to the content of the queues; a transition of the form c1 → c2
represents a change of the control state from c1 to c2 while appending the
qi ?m
message m to the end of the queue qi ; and a transition of the form c1 → c2
represents a change of the control state from c1 to c2 while removing the
message m from the head of the queue qi .
A global state of such a protocol is composed of a control state and a queue
content. A queue content associates with each queue qi a sequence of messages from Mi . Formally, a global state γ, or simply a state, of a protocol P =
(C, c0 , A, Q, M, T ) with |Q| = n is an element of the set S = C × M1∗ × · · · × Mn∗ ,
i.e. is of the form γ = (c, w(1), w(2), . . . , w(n)) where, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, w(j) ∈ Mj∗ .

The initial global state of the system is γ0 = (c0 , ε, . . ., ε), i.e., we assume that
all queues are initially empty (ε represents the empty word).
We can then define the global transition relation of a protocol P = (C, c0 ,
A, Q, M, T ). It is the set G of triples (γ, a, γ ′ ), where γ and γ ′ are global states
a
and a ∈ A ∪ {τ }, defined as follows (we write γ →G γ ′ to denote the fact that
′
(γ, a, γ ) ∈ G):
qi !m

τ

qi ?m

τ

– if c1 −→ c2 ∈ T , then (c1 , w(1), w(2), . . . , w(i), . . . , w(n)) →G (c2 , w(1),
w(2), . . . , w(i)m, . . . , w(n)) (the control state changes from c1 to c2 and m
is appended to the content of queue qi );
– if c1 −→ c2 ∈ T , then (c1 , w(1), w(2), . . . , mw′ (i), . . . , w(n)) →G (c2 , w(1),
w(2), . . . , w′ (i), . . . , w(n)) (the control state changes from c1 to c2 and m is
removed from the head of queue qi );
a
a
– if c1 → c2 ∈ T , then (c1 , w(1), w(2), . . . , w(n)) →G (c2 , w(1), w(2), . . . , w(n))
(the control state changes from c1 to c2 , the queue content is unchanged).
A global state γ ′ is said to be reachable from another global state γ if there
a
exists a sequence of global transitions γi−1 →i G γi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that γ =
ak
a1
γ0 →G γ1 · · · γk−1 →G γk = γ ′ . The global state space of a system is the (possibly
infinite) set of all states that are reachable from the initial global state γ0 .
The approach we use to explore, in a finite amount of time, the infinite state
space of a protocol with unbounded queues is based on the two following tools:
– A finite representation for potentially infinite sets of possible queue contents,
and
– A technique for generating a potentially infinite set of reachable states in
one step.
A solution to the first of these problems, the Queue-content Decision Diagram
(QDD), was introduced in [BG96], and a solution to the second one, the loop-first
search, was introduced in [BW94, BG96]. Let us describe them.
For a protocol P = (C, c0 , A, Q, M, T ), a set of queue contents is a set of
vectors (w(1), . . . , w(n)) where, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, w(i) ∈ Mi∗ . The idea of QDDs is
to represent a queue content by the concatenation of the corresponding queue
contents taken in an arbitrary but fixed order, and to represent a set of queue
contents by a finite automaton accepting the concatenated form representations
of its elements. Note that since we have assumed that different queues use distinct alphabet messages, concatenating queue contents leads to a nonambiguous
representation of queue contents.
A finite-state automaton on finite words is a tuple A = (S, Σ, ∆, S0 , F ),
where S is a finite set of states, Σ is an alphabet (finite set of symbols), ∆ ⊆
S × Σ × S is a transition relation, S0 ⊆ S is a set of initial states, and F ⊆ S is
a set of accepting states. A transition (s, a, s′ ) is said to be labeled by a. A finite
sequence (word) w = a1 a2 . . . ak of symbols in Σ is accepted by the automaton
A if there exists a sequence of states σ = s0 . . . sk such that ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k :
(si−1 , ai , si ) ∈ ∆, s0 ∈ S0 , and sk ∈ F . The set of words accepted by A is called

the language accepted by A, and is denoted by L(A). Let us define the projection
w|Mi of a word w on a subset Mi of the alphabet on which w is defined as the
subsequence of w obtained by removing all symbols in w that are not in Mi . We
can now define QDDs3 .
Definition 1. Given a protocol P = (C, c0 , A, Q, M, T ) with |Q| = n and an
ordering q1 , . . . , qn of the elements of Q, a QDD for P is a finite-state automaton
A = (S, M, ∆, S0 , F ) on finite words such that
∀w ∈ L(A) : w = w|M1 w|M2 . . . w|Mn .
It is clear that, the alphabets of queues being disjoint, a word w accepted by
a QDD represents a unique queue content, namely the content of qi is w|Mi . A
QDD A thus indeed represents a set of queue contents, those corresponding to
the words in L(A). It is natural to ask the following two questions. Does the set
of queue contents representable by a QDD depend on the order chosen for the
queues, and what is a characterization of the sets of queue contents representable
by QDDs? We answer these questions in terms of recognizable languages of word
vectors.
Q
Definition 2. A subset of 1≤i≤n Mi∗ , is recognizable if it is a finite union of
Cartesian products of regular languages, i.e., if it is of the form
[

Y

Lij ,

1≤j≤k 1≤i≤n

where each Lij is a regular subset of Mi∗ .
The expressive power of QDDs is independent of the order chosen for concatenating the queue contents and coincides exactly with the recognizable languages.
Theorem 3. Independently of the order chosen for concatenating queue contents, the languages of queue contents representable by QDDs coincide exactly
with the recognizable languages.
Proof sketch Let A = (S, M, ∆, S0 , F ) be a QDD. By definition, for every
w ∈ L(A), we have w = w|M1 w|M2 . . . w|Mn . We define the automata Ai =
(S, Mi , ∆i , Si , Fi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, as follows:
– ∆i = ∆ ∩ (S × Mi × S), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
– Fi is the set of states in S that are reachable from an initial state in S0 by
reading only symbols in M1 ∪ M2 ∪ · · · ∪ Mi ,
– Si = S0 if i = 1, and Si = Fi−1 if i > 1.
3

The definition of QDDs that appears in [BG96] has been extended here to nondeterministic automata with sets of initial states, for the sake of generality.

Given n + 1 states s1 ∈ S1 , s2 ∈ S2 , . . . sn ∈ Sn , sn+1 ∈ Fn ∩ F , define the
automaton As1 ,...,sn+1 as the product A′1 × . . . × A′n where A′i is a copy of the
automaton Ai with only si as initial state and si+1 as final state. The language
accepted by As1 ,...,sn+1 is a product of regular subsets of all the sets Mi∗ . Since
L(A) is the (finite) union of all the possible L(As1 ,...,sn+1 ), L(A) is recognizable.
The other direction of the theorem is immediate since regular languages are
closed under concatenation and finite union.
⊓
⊔
To exploit QDDs for exploring the state space of a protocol, one groups
together global states with the same control component and one represents the
corresponding set of queue contents by a QDD. Of course, if the queue contents
represented by the QDDs are extended by one element at a time, the QDDs
will always only represent finite sets and thus will be of very limited usefulness.
What is needed is a technique for generating a whole set of reachable states in
one step. This is the purpose of the meta-transitions introduced in [BW94].
op
op
Given a control state c of a protocol and a loop (cycle) ℓ = c →1 · · · →k c in the
op1
op
control graph from c to c, a meta-transition for ℓ is a transition (c → · · · →k c)∗ ,
(op1 ;...;opk )∗

which we denote by c
−→
c, that generates all the global states that can
be reached after repeated executions of the sequence of transitions composing ℓ.
(q!m)∗

For example, in a system with one queue, executing the meta-transition c → c
from the state (c, ε) generates the set of states {(c, mk ) | k ≥ 0}.
Using QDDs and meta-transitions added to the set T of transitions of the
protocol, the classical enumerative state-space exploration algorithm can be
rewritten in such a way that it works with sets of global states, i.e., pairs of
the form (control state, QDD), rather than with individual states. Initially, the
search starts from an initial global state. At each step during the search, whenever meta-transitions are executable, they are explored first, which is a heuristic
aimed at generating many reachable states as quickly as possible. This is why
such a search is called a loop-first search. The search terminates if the representation of the set of reachable states stabilizes. This happens when, for every
control state, every new deducible queue content is included in the current set
of queue contents associated with that control state. At this moment, the final
set of pairs (control state, QDD) represents exactly the set of reachable states of
the protocol being analyzed.
So, the problem we are left with is the following. Given a set of global states
represented by a pair (c, A), where c is a control state and A a QDD, and given
a meta-transition, compute the QDD A′ representing the set of queue contents
that can be reached by executing this meta-transition from (c, A). In [BG96],
this problem was solved for three particular types of meta-transitions : repeatedly sending messages on a queue ((qi !m1 ; . . . ; qi !mk )∗ ), repeatedly receiving
messages from a queue ((qi ?m1 ; . . . ; qi ?mk )∗ ), and repeatedly receiving a sequence of messages from a queue qi followed by sending another sequence of
messages on another queue qj , i 6= j, ((qi ?m1 ; . . . ; qi ?mki ; qj !m′1 ; . . . ; qj !m′kj )∗ ).
In the next section, we extend this result by characterizing precisely the set
of meta-transitions that preserve recognizability (and hence representability by
QDDs) and by providing a generic algorithm for computing the effect of the

execution of any meta-transition in this class.

3

Operations on QDDs

In this section, we establish results about computing the image of a QDD under the repeated execution of a sequence of queue operations. The following
notations are used. If op1 , op2 , . . . , opp are queue operations (qi !m or qi ?m),
then σ = op1 ; op2 ; . . . ; opp is a sequence of operations. The effect of a sequence of operations σ = op1 ; op2 ; . . . ; opp on a queue content w is σ(w) =
opp (· · · op2 (op1 (w)) · · ·). The effect of a sequence of operations σ on a language
L of queue contents is σ(L) = {σ(w) | w ∈ L}. The effect of the Kleene closure
σ ∗ of such a sequence is defined as
[
σ ∗ (L) =
σ k (L).
k≥0

If σ is a sequence of operations, then the number of queue operations composing σ is denoted |σ|. We denote by σ! (resp. σ? ) the subsequence of σ consisting
of all the send (resp. receive) operations. Finally, we write µ(σ) to represent
the word obtained from σ by extracting the message symbols from the queue
operations, i.e. replacing each qi !m and qi ?m by m.
3.1

Systems with one FIFO Queue

If the system being analyzed has only one FIFO queue q, then the QDDs used for
its state-space exploration by a loop-first search are nothing but ordinary finite
automata on finite words over the message alphabet of q. It then follows that the
notions of recognizable and regular languages of queue contents are equivalent.
Our first result states that in this particular case, the Kleene closure of every
sequence of elementary queue operations preserves the regularity of languages
of queue contents. Precisely, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let q be a FIFO queue, M be the message alphabet of q, and σ be a
sequence of queue operations on q. For every regular language of queue contents
L ⊆ M ∗ , the languages σ(L) and σ ∗ (L) are regular.
Proof sketch The proof is constructive and works with a QDD representation
of L. The algorithm embodying the construction can be found in the full version
of this paper [BGWW97].
⊓
⊔
In a system with one queue, we can thus exploit the meta-transitions corresponding to the repetition of any arbitrary sequence of queue operations.
3.2

Systems with more than one FIFO Queue

In this case, one cannot hope to obtain a result similar to Theorem 4, since iterating simple sequences like q1 !m1 ; q2 !m2 can trivially generate non-recognizable

languages. (For instance, if σ denotes this sequence, then we have σ ∗ ({ε}) =
{mk1 mk2 | k ∈ N}.) For this class of systems, the first step is thus to characterize precisely the sequences of operations whose Kleene closure preserves the
recognizability of languages of queue contents (and therefore the possibility of
representing them by QDDs). Our characterization is based on the following
notion.
Definition 5 Let σi be a sequence of operations concerning only one queue qi ,
and Σi be the message alphabet of qi . The sequence σi is counting if and only if
it satisfies one of the following conditions:
1. |Σi | > 1 and |σi ! | > 0,
2. |Σi | = 1 and |σi! | > |σi? |.
Intuitively, a sequence σ of operations that satisfies the previous definition is
called “counting” since in that case, there are languages L for which the number
k of applications of such a sequence σ on L can be determined by examining the
language σ k (L), for any k ≥ 0 (which implies that σ k (L) 6= σ ℓ (L), ∀k 6= ℓ).
Let σ be a sequence of operations, and qi be a FIFO queue. The projection
σ|i of σ on qi is defined as the subsequence obtained by deleting from σ the
operations on queues other than qi . The following result states that a sequence
always preserves the recognizability of languages of queue contents if and only
if at most one of its projections is counting.
Theorem 6. Consider a protocol with n > 0 FIFO queues. A sequence of operations σ is such that σ ∗ (L) is recognizable for every recognizable language L of
queue contents if and only if there do not exist 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, such that σ|i and
σ|j are counting sequences.
Proof sketch The proof of the sufficient condition is constructive and the corresponding algorithm is described in terms of QDDs. See [BGWW97].
In a loop-first search, the effect of any meta-transition satisfying Theorem 6
can thus be computed and represented by a QDD.

4

Properties

In [BG96], only state reachability properties are considered. These properties can
be decided on the sole basis of the exact representation of the set of reachable
states produced by a loop-first search (when it terminates). Here, we investigate whether more elaborate properties can be checked with a loop-first search
and QDDs. Specifically, we discuss the verification of temporal properties. One
might argue that checking such properties, expressed for instance as linear-time
temporal logic formulas, is problematic using our approach. Indeed, a loop-first
search using QDDs computes a representation of the set of reachable states, not
of the transitions between these. This contrasts with the approach of Quemener
and Jéron [QJ95, QJ96], which produces a graph grammar representing jointly

the set of reachable states and the transition relation between these states. In
this section, we show that representing symbolically the transition relation is
not required. More precisely, we show that temporal properties can be verified
using QDDs.
The idea is the following. Let P = (C, c0 , A, Q, Σ, T ) be a protocol as defined
in Section 2. Furthermore, assume we are given a labeling function Λ : C →
2P associating to each control state in C a finite set of atomic propositions in
P, and a property Π ⊆ (2P )ω defined by a linear-time temporal logic (LTL)
formula [MP92], or by a Büchi automaton [Büc62]. The problem is to check if
every run of P from the initial configuration (c0 , ε, . . . , ε) satisfies Π with respect
to Λ. To do this, using the required constructions from [VW94, SVW87, Saf88],
we build a Büchi automaton BΠ that accepts the complement of Π, and we
compute the product BP,Π = P × BΠ . The result is a protocol enhanced by a
set of accepting states, which is defined as the Cartesian product of the control
states of P by the accepting states of BΠ . We call such a machine a Büchi
automaton with queues (as it is indeed a Büchi automaton whose transitions
may be labeled by queue operations). The property Π is satisfied by every run
of P if and only if the set of accepting runs of BP,Π is empty. In other words,
we have reduced the model-checking problem for ω-regular properties to testing
the emptiness of the language accepted by a Büchi automaton with queues.
This last problem is undecidable, since LTL model-checking is undecidable
for protocols as defined in Section 2 [AJ94]. Nonetheless, a partial decision procedure can be obtained as follows. Let B be a Büchi automaton with queues.
An accepting run of B is a run containing an infinite number of occurrences of
some accepting control state ci (remember that there is a finite number of such
states), the queue contents at each visit to this state being allowed to vary. Since
it is impossible to check all the runs of B, our partial decision procedure will
only search for runs containing an infinite number of occurrences of ci produced
by the infinite execution of a sequence of transitions forming a cycle from ci to
ci . This amounts to performing a reachability analysis (determining the reachable accepting states) followed by a cycle analysis (determining the infinitely
iterable sequences of transitions). The former can be done by a loop-first search,
and the latter by testing the cycles corresponding to meta-transitions for infinite
iterability. This check is possible thanks to the following result.
Theorem 7. Let σ be any sequence of queue operations, and let ITERABLE(σ)
denote the set of all the queue contents w from which σ can be infinitely executed,
i.e., such that σ k ({w}) is non-empty for every k ≥ 0. Then ITERABLE(σ) is
recognizable. Moreover, there exists an algorithm for computing a QDD representing ITERABLE(σ), given σ.
Proof sketch The algorithm is presented in detail in the full version of this
paper [BGWW97]. Intuitively, this algorithm is based on the observation that a
sequence σ of queue operations can be infinitely iterated if and only if all the
sequences σ|i of operations can be infinitely iterated. Therefore, the set of queue
contents from which σ can be infinitely iterated is the Cartesian product of the
sets of queue contents for which each σ|i can be infinitely iterated.
⊓
⊔

During a loop-first search in a Büchi automaton with queues, whenever an
accepting control state is reached, the algorithm defined in the previous theorem
can be used to test whether this control state can be visited infinitely often by
repeatedly executing a sequence of operations forming a cycle in that state. Of
course, the technique we have just described can fail to detect nonemptiness
of the Büchi automaton with queues. In verification terms, this means that we
could fail to detect that the protocol does not satisfy the property. So, what
we propose here is not a verification algorithm, but a powerful technique for
detecting errors in a protocol, which is often considered to be the most valuable
role of model checking. Furthermore, in the next section we show that, under
some additional conditions, we can obtain a stronger result.

5

Termination

There is no necessary and sufficient criterion for characterizing the class of communication protocols for which a loop-first search with QDDs terminates. Indeed,
it is easy to reduce the halting problem for finite-state machines communicating
via unbounded queues (and hence the halting problem for Turing machines) to
the decidability of termination for loop-first searches with QDDs.
However sufficient conditions can be obtained. Indeed, we now present an
algorithmic criterion on a protocol that is sufficient for guaranteeing the termination of a loop-first search in the state space of that protocol, provided that
the search is performed in a breadth-first order. The criterion is based on the
following definition.
Definition 8. Let σ1 and σ2 be two sequences of elementary queue operations.
The sequence σ1 precedes favorably σ2 , which we note σ1 ⊳ σ2 , if and only if
for every recognizable language L of queue contents, we have (σ2 ; σ1 )(L) ⊆
(σ1 ; σ2 )(L).
In other words, if σ1 ⊳ σ2 , then the sequence σ1 ; σ2 always generates at least
all the states generated by the sequence σ2 ; σ1 .
In what follows, a simple cycle is a cycle that does not contain any occurrence
of another cycle. Precisely, it is a sequence of transitions
op

op

op

c = c1 →1 c2 →2 c3 →3 · · · ck = c
such that for all 1 ≤ i 6= j < k, ci 6= cj . Following the usual definition, a subset
of the nodes of a graph is a strongly connected component if for every nodes n
and n′ in the subset, there exists a directed path from n to n′ . We are now ready
to state the sufficient termination criterion.
Theorem 9. Let P = (C, c0 , A, Q, Σ, T ) be a protocol such that :
σ

– For each simple cycle ci → ci in the control graph of P , the meta-transition
σ∗
ci → ci is in T . (This requires that σ ∗ preserves the recognizability of languages of queue contents.)

σ∗

σ′

– For each meta-transition ci → ci and transition cj → ck in T such that ci , cj
and ck belong to the same strongly connected component of the control graph
σ′

(C, T ) of P , and cj → ck is part of
σ′′

• a simple cycle ci → ci such that σ ′′ 6= σ, or
• a simple cycle that does not visit ci ,
we have σ ⊳ σ ′ .
A loop-first search of P performed in a breadth-first order terminates.
Proof sketch The idea is to show that every reachable global state is reachable
by an exploration path whose length is bounded by a function of the number of
transitions and meta-transitions in P . The details of the proof are given in the
full version of this paper [BGWW97].
⊓
⊔
The criterion can be algorithmically decided thanks to the following result.
Theorem 10. There exists an algorithm for deciding if two sequences σ1 and
σ2 of queue operations are such that σ1 ⊳ σ2 .
Proof See [BGWW97].
⊓
⊔
The sufficient termination criterion can also be applied to the model-checking
method presented in the previous section.
Theorem 11. Testing the emptiness of a Büchi automaton with queues that
satisfies the criterion of Theorem 9 is decidable.
Proof sketch The central part of the proof is to show that when it satisfies
the conditions of Theorem 9, a Büchi automaton with queues has an accepting
computation that visits an accepting state infinitely often by only repeatedly
executing a simple cycle.
⊓
⊔
Though the conditions of Theorem 9 might seem difficult to fulfill, there are
common practical situations under which they are immediately satisfied. For
instance, if all strongly connected components of the control graph consist of a
single cycle whose iteration preserves the recognizability of queue contents.

6

Example

Consider the communication protocol composed of the two state machines shown
in Figure 1, and of the unbounded FIFO queues qin , qout , and qtemp .
The consumer state machine takes as input from qin a sequence of messages
m0 and m1 and, when it escapes falling into a deadlock, produces as output on
qout a sequence of messages m2 whose length is equal to the smallest of n0 and
n1 , where n0 (resp. n1 ) is the number of messages m0 (resp. m1 ) received from
qin . This state machine uses internally the queue qtemp for storing intermediate
results. The producer state machine sends on qin a sequence of messages m0
followed by a sequence of messages m1 .

qin ?m1 ; qtemp !m′1

qin ?m1 ∨
qtemp ?m′1

2

qin !m1

qin !m0

qin ?m0 ; qtemp !m′0
qin ?m0 ∨
qtemp ?m′0

1

1

τ

2

τ

3

producer

qout !m2
3

consumer
Fig. 1. Example of communication protocol.
(1, 1, m∗0 , ε, (m′0 )∗ )
(1, 2, m∗0 m∗1 , ε, (m′0 )∗ )
(1, 2, m∗1 , m2 m∗2 , (m′0 )∗ (m′1 )∗ )
(1, 3, m∗0 m∗1 , ε, (m′0 )∗ )
(1, 3, m∗1 , m2 m∗2 , (m′0 )∗ (m′1 )∗ )
(2, 2, m∗1 , m∗2 , (m′0 )∗ (m′1 )∗ )
(2, 3, m∗1 , m∗2 , (m′0 )∗ (m′1 )∗ )
(3, 2, m∗1 , m∗2 , (m′0 )∗ (m′1 )∗ )
(3, 3, m∗1 , m∗2 , (m′0 )∗ (m′1 )∗ )

Fig. 2. Reachable states of the example protocol.

Precisely, the protocol is the tuple (C, c0 , A, Q, M, T ), where C = Cconsumer ×
Cproducer , Cconsumer = Cproducer = {1, 2, 3}, c0 = (1, 1), A = ∅, Q = {qin , qout , qtemp },
M = Mqin ∪ Mqout ∪ Mqtemp , Mqin = {m0 , m1 }, Mqout = {m2 }, Mqtemp =
{m′0 , m′1 }, and T contains the transitions of the form ((c1 , c′1 ), op, (c2 , c′2 )), where
either c1 = c2 and (c′1 , op, c′2 ) is a transition in the consumer state machine, or
c′1 = c′2 and (c1 , op, c2 ) is a transition in the producer state machine.
For this example, every simple cycle in the control graph satisfies the condition stated in Theorem 6, and thus can be associated with a meta-transition. A
loop-first search performed with those meta-transitions terminates. The set of
reachable states obtained at the end of the loop-first search is given in Figure 2,
as a finite union of tuples of the form (cconsumer , cproducer , Ein , Eout , Etemp ), where
(cconsumer , cproducer ) are control states, and Ein , Eout and Etemp regular expressions
denoting the corresponding sets of reachable queue contents.
It is worth emphasizing that the search would not stop if meta-transitions
(qin ?m1 ;qtemp ?m′ ;qout !m2 )∗

like (1, 2)
−→ 0
(1, 2) were not added to the system. This was
not possible with the algorithms presented in [BG96], which could not compute
the effect of such meta-transitions.
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Conclusions and Comparison with Other Work

The analysis of finite-state machines communicating through unbounded FIFO
queues is a problem that has been studied for many years. However, our QDD
and loop-first search approach is quite different from most earlier attempts to
solve this problem. Indeed, rather than trying to find a cute but maybe useless
subproblem that is decidable, we rely (except in cases satisfying the conditions
of Theorem 9) on a “best effort” approach. From a theoretical point of view, this
might seem unsatisfactory, but from a practical point of view, this is not at all
troublesome. Indeed, what matters is that the QDD based loop-first search does
often terminate. Having no guarantee of success is no more problematic than
knowing that a theoretically terminating finite-state search might fail due to the
excessive resources that it can require. Another advantage of our method is that
it operates very much like a traditional state-space search. This makes it feasible
to incorporate it into a state-space search verification tools such as SPIN [Hol91]
and, furthermore, to combine it with other search efficiency enhancing techniques
such as partial-order methods [Val92, Pel94, God96] or techniques for handling
other unbounded data types such as integers [BW94].
From a more abstract point of view, the use we make of QDDs has forced us
to develop a new set of algorithms operating on finite automata. These result
illustrates the power of finite automata as a representation and hence the power
of QDDs. In fact, as a formalism for representing sets of state during a statespace search, finite automata (and hence QDDs) have all the required properties.
They have a simple semantics, are easy to manipulate and are closed under all
the usual operations. Note that more expressive representations such as rational
relations [Pac87] or context-free grammars [LP81] could not be used as a more
powerful substitute for QDDs since language inclusion is not decidable for these
formalisms. Actually, we view finite-automata representations of state sets as a
cornerstone within the set of techniques usable for exploring infinite state spaces.
A possible extension of our work would be to broaden the set of basic operations, i.e., the set formed by the two operations “send” and “receive”, that
can be performed on queues. For instance, extending this basic set with another
operation “non-deterministic send” q!(m1 or m2 ), which (non-deterministically)
appends either a message m1 or a message m2 at the tail of a queue q, makes
it possible to construct languages such as (m1 ∪ m2 )∗ , that are representable by
QDDs but could not be generated otherwise.
In [QJ96], another semi-algorithm for the verification of communicating finite-state machines is introduced. This semi-algorithm may generate a graph
grammar that represents jointly the set of reachable states and the transition
relation of an infinite state space. Since transitions are preserved with this representation, it is then possible (when the semi-algorithm terminates) to check
temporal properties such as CTL formulas [QJ95]. In contrast, our QDDs are
simpler than the graph grammars of Quemener and Jéron, while still sufficient
to check LTL formulas as discussed in Section 4. Since our semi-algorithm attempts to preserve less information in the symbolic representation it produces
than the one of [QJ95] and [QJ96], one might expect it to terminate more often.

Interesting future work is to formally validate this claim. Due to the lack of
experimental data, it is not known how the two methods compare in practice.
In [FM96], a framework closely related to the one introduced in [BG96] is
proposed. Instead of QDDs, a specific class of regular expressions, called “wellparenthesized regular expressions”, are used for representing languages of queue
contents. Such expressions are generated during a search in an (infinite) state
space whenever a sequence of operations that can be infinitely repeated is detected using a criterion presented in [Jer91]. The semi-algorithm of [FM96] may
or may not return an exact symbolic representation when it terminates. In contrast, the method that we have discussed here always returns an exact symbolic
representation of the set of reachable states when it terminates. Moreover, “wellparenthesized” regular expressions are strictly less expressive than QDDs. Also,
the set of operations considered in [FM96] is strictly contained in the set of
operations we can deal with using the results of Section 3.
In [GL96], it is shown how QDDs can be combined with BDDs to improve the
efficiency of classical BDD-based symbolic model-checking methods for verifying
properties of communication protocols with large finite state spaces.
Finally note that our approach differ from abstract interpretation [CC77]
since we have discussed techniques for representing and computing exactly the
infinite set of reachable states of a communication protocol. Of course, approximations could also be introduced in our framework in order to force the termination of the search.
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